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Physics Department, University at Buffalo, Buffalo, New YorkABSTRACT The NS3 helicase of Hepatitis C virus is an ATP-fueled molecular motor that can translocate along single-
stranded (ss) nucleic acid, and unwind double-stranded nucleic acids. It makes a promising antiviral target and an important
prototype system for helicase research. Despite recent progress, the detailed mechanism of NS3 helicase remains unknown.
In this study, we have combined coarse-grained (CG) and atomistic simulations to probe the translocation mechanism of
NS3 helicase along ssDNA. At the residue level of detail, our CG simulations have captured functionally important interdomain
motions of NS3 helicase and reproduced single-base translocation of NS3 helicase along ssDNA in the 30–50 direction, which is
in good agreement with experimental data and the inchworm model. By combining the CG simulations with residue-specific
perturbations to protein-DNA interactions, we have identified a number of key residues important to the translocation machinery
that agree with previous structural and mutational studies. Additionally, our atomistic simulations with targeted molecular
dynamics have corroborated the findings of CG simulations and further revealed key protein-DNA hydrogen bonds that
break/form during the transitions. This study offers, to our knowledge, the most detailed and realistic simulations of translocation
mechanism of NS3 helicase. The simulation protocol established in this study will be useful for designing inhibitors that target the
translocation machinery of NS3 helicase, and for simulations of a variety of nucleic-acid-based molecular motors.INTRODUCTIONHepatitis C virus (HCV), a single-stranded RNAvirus of the
Flaviviridae family, is a major cause of chronic liver disease
(1). HCV affects ~200,000,000 people worldwide (2), with
no effective treatment or vaccine available to date. Recent
research has focused on the replicative enzymes of HCV
as promising targets for therapeutic agents (3).
Helicases are ATP-fueled molecular motors that unwind
double-stranded (ds) DNA or RNA. They play essential
roles in gene replication, transcription, translation, recombi-
nation, and repair (4). The full-length nonstructural protein
3 (NS3) of HCV is a multifunctional enzyme (5), which
consists of a serine protease (NS3pro) and an RNA helicase
(NS3hel) belonging to the superfamily 2 (SF2) helicases (4).
Although its in vitro function requires a dimeric form (6),
NS3hel possesses helicase activity as a monomer (7,8).
NS3hel assembles on a 30 end of single-stranded (ss)
DNA/RNA tail, and actively translocates along ssDNA or
ssRNA in the 30–50 direction (9). NS3hel is an enzymatic
component of HCV’s replicative apparatus essential for
HCV propagation, making it a promising antiviral target
for HCV (3). NS3hel is also a widely studied prototype
system for understanding the mechanism of SF2 helicases
(9,10).
Several crystal structures of NS3hel bound with ssDNA
and various ATP analogs have been solved (11–16). NS3hel
consists of three domains—domains 1 and 2 are two RecA-
like a/b domains, and domain 3 is an a-helical domain (see
Fig. 1). In NS3hel, ATP binds at the cleft between domains 1Submitted May 25, 2012, and accepted for publication August 6, 2012.
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0006-3495/12/09/1343/11 $2.00and 2, whereas the ssDNA binds in a groove between
domains 1, 2, and domain 3. Domains 1 and 3 share an
extensive interface, whereas domain 2 is flexibly linked to
the other two so it can undergo large domain motions.
X-ray crystallography has provided key structural snap-
shots of NS3hel (see Fig. 1), which is bound with ssDNA/
ssRNA and various ATP analogs mimicking three bio-
chemical states (11–16) (apo, ATP, and ADP-Pi, where Pi
represents inorganic phosphate). From the structural data,
a mechanistic model has emerged for the translocation of
NS3hel along ssDNA in an inchworm-like fashion (comple-
mented by a ratchet action; see Gu and Rice (15), and also
see Kim et al. (11), Appleby et al. (16), Velankar et al.
(17), and Lee and Yang (18) and Fig. 1, this article): 1),
ATP binding induces a closure motion of domain 2 toward
domain 1, with domain 1 releasing its grip on ssDNA and
sliding along it, whereas domain 2 maintains its grip on
ssDNA. 2), After ATP hydrolysis and the release of ADP
and Pi, domain 2 opens again as it releases its grip on
ssDNA and slides along it, whereas domain 1 maintains
its grip on ssDNA. The net effect is the translocation of
NS3hel along ssDNA by one base in the 30–50 direction,
consuming one ATP per step. Such ATP-fueled transloca-
tion is thought to unwind DNA duplex by one basepair
per ATP hydrolyzed (17), possibly in bursts of three base-
pairs (19). The inchworm model (with single-base translo-
cation step) is extensively supported by single-molecule
fluorescence (19), optical tweezers (20), and transient
kinetic (21) studies. Alternative scenarios were also
explored. For example, it was proposed that NS3hel behaves
like a Brownian ratchet moving along ssDNA with alter-
nating strong/weak affinity for ssDNA (22).http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2012.08.026
FIGURE 1 Structures of NS3hel (cartoon representation) bound with
ssDNA (chain of beads located at C4¢ atoms) in three biochemical states
(blue, apo; red, ATP; and green, ADP-Pi). The three domains of NS3hel
and ssDNA are labeled. The opening/closing motions of domain 2 and
the 5¢-3¢ sliding of ssDNA are marked by arrows. The three structures
are aligned along domain 3 (transparent). A schematic cartoon in the inset
illustrates the inchworm model (domain 1, domain 2, ATP, and ssDNA are
colored green, red, blue, and gray, respectively; the opening/closing
motions of domain 2 and the sliding of ssDNA are marked by arrows;
domain 3 is not shown).
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simulations are needed to offer molecular details of helicase
mechanism inaccessible to experimental probes. Although
the helicase kinetics have been studied using discrete
stochastic models (23,24), these simple models are unable
to yield structural details of helicase dynamics. To simulate
helicase dynamics with full details, the all-atom molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation is the method of choice given
its unparalleled ability to probe the atomic details of protein
dynamics in solution. However, millisecond-long MD
simulations of helicase motor cycle are not yet practical
given today’s computing power. Previously, by combining
nanosecond-long MD simulation and millisecond-long
stochastic-dynamics simulation, Yu et al. (25,26) studied
the translocation of PcrA helicase along ssDNA.
To overcome the timescale barrier, coarse-grained (CG)
modeling has been developed using simplified structural
representations and energy functions (27). At the residue
level of detail, the elastic network model (ENM) represents
a protein structure as a network of Ca atoms connected by
elastic springs (28–30) with a uniform force constant (31).
The normal-mode analysis (NMA) of ENM yields low-
frequency modes, which were found to compare well with
many crystallographically observed structural changes
(29,32). Many studies have established ENM as an effective
means to model protein conformational dynamics with
virtually no limit in timescale or system size (see reviews
in Bahar and Rader (33) and Zheng et al. (34)). By capturing
the mechanical nature of molecular machines, ENM has
proven useful in studying the conformational dynamicsBiophysical Journal 103(6) 1343–1353of several molecular motors, including myosin (35–46),
kinesin (36,41,44,46), dynein (47), F1 ATPase (41,48), and
helicase (49–52).
In a previous study published before the ATP-analog-
bound NS3hel structures were solved, we performed
ENM-based calculations for an apo NS3hel structure—we
analyzed functionally important interdomain motions,
identified a network of hot-spot residues coupling the
ATP-binding site and the DNA-binding site, and modeled
the closed-form NS3hel structure induced by ATP binding
(51,52). That study focused on the conformational changes
in NS3hel, without modeling how NS3hel translocates along
ssDNA. Now that new NS3hel structures are available for all
biochemical states of ATP cycle (15,16), a structure-based
simulation of NS3hel translocation has become feasible,
which promises to provide detailed insights to helicase func-
tion. A recent effort has been made toward this goal (49).
In this study, we have probed the translocation process in
NS3hel by simulating the conformational transitions com-
prising the three-state ATP cycle of NS3hel (apo/ATP/
ADP-Pi/apo). This simulation is biologically relevant
because it has been shown that HCV NS3hel can translocate
along ssDNAwithout requiring the ss/dsDNA junction (21).
We have performed structure-based simulations of NS3hel-
ssDNA system at both residue and atomic level of detail:
At the residue level of detail, we have used NMA to
demonstrate that the lowest few normal modes can
capture the observed conformational changes in
NS3hel between three states (apo, ATP, and ADP-
Pi) (15,16). Then we have performed CG simulation
of the transition pathways (45) connecting the above
three states, which has successfully reproduced key
features of the inchworm model (see Fig. 1), leading
to a net translocation of NS3hel along ssDNA by
one base per ATP consumed. By introducing residue-
specific perturbations to protein-DNA interactions
one residue at a time, we have identified a number
of key residues important to the translocation
machinery.
At the atomic level of detail, we have used targeted MD
to simulate two transitions of NS3hel (apo/ATP and
ADP-Pi/apo), which have corroborated the findings
of CG simulations and revealed key protein-DNA
hydrogen bonds that break/form during the above
transitions.METHODS
Elastic network model and normal-mode analysis
In an ENM, a protein structure is represented as a network of beads each
corresponding to the Ca atom of an amino-acid residue. An harmonic poten-
tial accounts for the elastic interaction between a pair of Ca atoms, which
are within a cutoff distance Rc chosen to be 10 A˚ (53). The ENM potential
energy is
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where N is the number of Ca atoms, q(x) is the Heaviside function, dij is
the distance between the Ca atom i and j, and d
0
ij is the value of dij as given
by a protein crystal structure. The value kij is the force constant, which is
1 for nonbonded interactions and 100 for bonded interactions between
residues. The use of high/low force constant for bonded/nonbonded pairs
of Ca atoms was previously shown to improve the accuracy of ENM-based
modeling (54).
One can perform NMA based on the ENM potential energy, which
yields 3N-6 nonzero normal modes. The involvement of each mode or
the lowest 10 modes in a given conformational change can be quantified
by calculating the overlap or cumulative overlap (see the Supporting
Material).Coarse-grained transition pathway modeling
by iENM
Recently, we have developed an interpolated ENM (iENM) protocol (45)
that solves the saddle points of a double-well potential F(EENM1 þ Ecol,
EENM2 þ Ecol), where EENM1 and EENM2 are two ENM potentials (see
Eq. 1) based at the beginning and end conformation, and Ecol is a steric
collision energy (45). All the saddle points trace a pathway that connects
the beginning and end conformation, which is independent of the mathe-
matic form of F(EENM1 þ Ecol, EENM2 þ Ecol). This method is available
on a web server at http://enm.lobos.nih.gov/start_ienm.html.
For simulating NS3hel-ssDNA system, we modify the ENM potentials
to accurately model protein-DNA interactions and flexibility of ssDNA
(see below).Quantification of motional order of key protein
parts during a transition
We use the predicted pathway to determine the motional order of two
protein parts during a transition. To this end, the following reaction coordi-
nate (RC) is defined for a given part S (see (40)),
RCS ¼ 0:5
 
1þ RMSD
2
S;1  RMSD2S;2
RMSD2S;obs
!
; (2)
where RMSDS,1 ( RMSDS,2) is the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of
Ca atoms of part S between a given intermediate conformation and the
beginning (end) conformation, and RMSDS,obs is the corresponding
RMSD between the beginning and end conformation. RCS varies from
0 to 1 as the transition proceeds from the beginning to the end conforma-
tion. For two protein parts S and S0, if RCS < RCS0 along the pathway
(namely, RCS0 ascends from 0 to 1 faster than RCS), we can infer that the
motion of S0 precedes that of S.CG modeling of NS3hel-ssDNA system
To accurately model protein-DNA interactions and flexibility of ssDNA, we
modify the standard ENM as follows:
1. For residue-residue interactions within NS3hel, we still use the standard
Ca-based ENM with Rc ¼ 10 A˚ (see Eq. 1).
2. For interactions within ssDNA, we use a modified ENM that represents
each nucleic acid by a bead located at the C40 atom, and adds springs
between first, second, and third nearest-neighbor (NN) beads with the
same force constant kDNA,EDNA ¼ 1
2
X
1%jjij%3
kDNA

dij  dij;0
2
; (3)
0where dij is the distance between the C4 atom i and j, and dij,0 is the
value of dij as given by an NS3hel-ssDNA structure. The cutoff at
third NN is chosen based on the analysis of variations of distances
between the second, third, and fourth NN C40 atoms in an NS3hel-
ssDNA structure—the standard deviation jumps from 0.8 A˚ for third
NN to 1.4 A˚ for fourth NN, while it barely changes between second
and third NN.
3. To accurately represent protein-DNA interactions at the residue level of
detail (i.e., one bead per residue or nucleic acid), we use a structure-
based Leonard-Jones 6-12 potential to allow protein-DNA contacts to
form/break readily during a transition
Eprot-DNA ¼ 1
2
X
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where the summation of i is over residues that form heavy-atom contacts
˚(within 4 A) with DNA backbone in a reference NS3hel-ssDNA
structure (chosen to be the end conformation of a transition in
NS3hel), di,min is the minimal Ca-C4
0 distance for residue i, and
kprot-DNA is the force constant. We only consider contacts between
protein and DNA backbone in our modeling because functional and
structural data suggested that these contacts are sufficient for
ensuring that NS3hel maintains a grip on the ssDNA track and
undergoes continuous translocation (10).
The ligand (ATP analog) is not explicitly modeled here, but the structural
effect of ligand binding and release is indirectly accounted for by the
closing/opening of the ATP-binding cleft between domains 1 and 2.Parameterization of force constants based
on fitting crystallographic B-factors
We parameterize the two force constants (kDNA and kprot-DNA) by fitting the
B-factors of an NS3hel-ssDNA structure (PDB: 3kql). This structure is
chosen because it has minimal effect of crystal packing among the three
NS3hel-ssDNA structures (PDBs: 3kqk, 3kqu, and 3kql), which allows the
most accurate calculation of B-factors (55). We scan kprot-DNA within the
range [0.7, 1.5] with an increment of 0.1, and then find kDNA to optimize
the cross correlation (CC) between ENM-predicted and experimental
B-factors. The fitted kDNA varies from 22 to 0.6 as kprot-DNA varies from
0.7 to 1.5—reflecting a compensation of stronger protein-DNA interactions
(higher kprot-DNA) by higher flexibility of ssDNA (lower kDNA). In this way,
we have obtained a series of model parameters with a wide range of DNA
flexibility and protein-DNA interaction strength. These parameters fit
B-factors almost equally well with 0.76 < CC < 0.77.Targeted MD simulation
We prepare the system by soaking a crystal structure of ssDNA-bound
NS3hel into a water box, then adding Naþ ions to neutralize the system
for the particle-mesh Ewald method. The entire system contains 61,033
atoms, which include 9 Naþ ions and 18,103 water molecules. We use
the TIP3P model to describe water molecules. For targeted MD simulations,
we use NAMD program (56) with CHARMM27 force field (57). The
periodic boundary conditions and 2-fs time step are used. All hydrogen
bonds are fixed during the simulations. Initially, 5000 steps of energy
minimizations are performed using the conjugate gradient method, which
are followed by an equilibration MD run for 4 ns, and a targeted MD runBiophysical Journal 103(6) 1343–1353
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toward a target structure, we apply constraint forces to protein atoms
only, with a force constant of 500 kcal/(mol$A˚2). For the targeted MD
trajectories, we analyze the hydrogen bonds between NS3 and ssDNA
using the criterion that the maximal distance between donor and acceptor
is 4.5 A˚.RESULTS
NMA of NS3 structures captures
crystallographically observed
conformational changes
Recent structural studies have solved several high-resolu-
tion x-ray structures of HCV NS3 in various biochemical
states in the presence or absence of NS3pro (15,16). To
validate the use of ENM for HCV NS3 helicase, we will
compare the interdomain motions predicted by NMA of
ENM with the observed conformational changes between
NS3 structures in different states (see Table S1 in the Sup-
porting Material).
Conformational changes in NS3hel from apo to ATP state
We have performed NMA using an NS3hel-ssDNA structure
in apo state (PDB: 3kqk), and then compared each normal
mode with the observed conformational changes from
3kqk to an NS3hel-ssDNA-ADP$BeF3 structure in ATP
state (15) (PDB: 3kqu) (see Fig. 1). Encouragingly, 84%
of the observed conformational changes are captured by
the lowest 10 modes (with cumulative overlap of 0.92)
(see Movie S1 a in the Supporting Material), among which
mode No. 3 and mode No. 4 contribute most (with overlap
of 0.49 and 0.57, respectively).
Mode No. 3 describes correlated rotations of domains 1
and 2 relative to domain 3, which result in the opening of
domains 1-3 interface, the closing of domains 1-2 interface,
and the sliding of ssDNA toward its 30 end (see Movie S1 b
and Fig. S1 a in the Supporting Material).
Mode No. 4 describes simultaneous rotations of domains
1 and 2 toward domain 3, which cause the closing of
domains 1-2 interface and a shift of ssDNA toward domain
3 (see Movie S1 c and Fig. S1 b).
Notably, the above two modes predict opposite changes
(opening versus closing) at domains 1-3 interface, which
effectively cancel out to describe the observed conforma-
tional changes featuring little motion between domains 1
and 3 but a large rotation of domain 2 toward domain 1
(see Movie S1 a). The above finding suggests that the
domains 1-3 interface is more flexible than it appears by
comparing crystal structures of NS3hel (see Fig. 1).
Although the lowest 10 modes accurately capture the
observed conformational changes in NS3hel, they do
not correctly predict the translocation of NS3hel along
ssDNA, which requires domain 1 to slide along ssDNA
while domain 2 holds ssDNA. Instead, in both modes
No. 3 and No. 4, domains 1 and 2 maintain their grip onBiophysical Journal 103(6) 1343–1353ssDNA with no sliding between domain 1 and ssDNA
(see Movie S1, b and c). This is not surprising, as
domain 1 and ssDNA are linked by elastic springs in
ENM, which disfavor sliding between them. Therefore,
to accurately describe the conformational dynamics under-
lying NS3hel translocation, one has to modify ENM and
account for the anharmonicity of protein-DNA interactions
(see below).
Conformational changes in NS3hel from ATP to ADP-Pi state
We have performed NMA using the NS3hel-ssDNA-
ADP$BeF3 structure in ATP state (PDB: 3kqu), and then
compared each normal mode with the observed conforma-
tional changes from 3kqu to an NS3hel-ssDNA-ADP$AlF4
structure in ADP-Pi state (15) (PDB: 3kql) (see Fig. 1);
51% of the observed conformational changes are captured
by the lowest 10 modes (with cumulative overlap of 0.72)
(see Movie S1 d), among which mode No. 1 contributes
most (with overlap of 0.61).
Mode No. 1 describes correlated rotations of domains 1
and 2 relative to domain 3, which result in the opening of
domains 2-3 interface, and the sliding of ssDNA toward
its 50 end (see Movie S1 e and Fig. S1 c). The opening of
domains 2-3 interface may weaken domain 2’s grip on
ssDNA, which prepares NS3hel for the sliding of domain
2 along ssDNA upon the release of ADP and Pi.
Conformational changes in NS3hel from ADP-Pi to apo state
We have performed NMA using the NS3hel-ssDNA-
ADP$AlF4 structure in ADP-Pi state (PDB: 3kql), and
then compared each normal mode with the observed confor-
mational changes from 3kql to the NS3hel–ssDNA structure
in apo state (15) (PDB: 3kqk) (see Fig. 1); 67% of the
observed conformational changes are captured by the lowest
10 modes (with cumulative overlap of 0.82) (see Movie S1
f), among which mode No. 5 and mode No. 6 contribute
most (with overlap of 0.45 and 0.5, respectively):
Mode No. 5 describes distinct hinge motions of domains
1 and 2 relative to domain 3, which result in the opening of
domains 1-2 interface and the sliding of ssDNA toward its 30
end (see Movie S1 g and Fig. S1 d).
Mode No. 6 describes anticorrelated rotations of domains
1 and 2 relative to domain 3, which result in the opening of
domains 1-2 interface, the opening of domains 2-3 interface,
and the sliding of ssDNA toward its 50 end (see Movie S1 h
and Fig. S1 e).
Although the lowest 10 modes accurately capture the
observed conformational changes in NS3hel, they do not
correctly predict the translocation of NS3hel along ssDNA,
which requires domain 2 to slide along ssDNA while
domain 1 holds ssDNA. Instead, in both modes No. 5
and No. 6, domains 1 and 2 maintain their grip on ssDNA
(see Movie S1, g and h). This again points to the need for
anharmonic representation of protein-DNA interactions
(see below).
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state
To explore how the protease domain (NS3pro) influences
the dynamics of full-length NS3, we have performed NMA
using an NS3hel-NS3pro-ssRNA structure in apo state
(PDB: 3o8c), and then compared each normal mode with
the observed conformational changes from 3o8c to an
NS3hel-NS3pro-ssRNA-ADP$BeF3 structure in ATP state
(16) (PDB: 3o8r); 59% of the observed conformational
changes are captured by the lowest 10 modes (with cumula-
tive overlap of 0.77) (see Movie S1 i), among which mode
No. 6 contributes most (with overlap of 0.49).
Mode No. 6 describes a large rotation of domain 2 toward
domain 1, and a small twisting motion of domain 1 relative
to domain 3, which result in the sliding of ssRNA toward its
30 end (see Movie S1 j and Fig. S1 f).
Unlike the apo-state NS3hel structure (see above), the
relevant modes for the observed conformational changes
in full-length NS3 do not involve large opening/closing of
domains 1-3 interface, suggesting that this interface may
be rigidified by NS3pro that forms extensive contact with
domains 1 and 3 (16). The reduced flexibility at domains
1-3 interface may enhance the processivity of ssRNA move-
ment between domains 1 and 3 (with lower probability of
ssRNA detachment or slippage). Indeed, it was found that
the protease domain greatly improves the translocation effi-
ciency of NS3 (21).FIGURE 2 Comparison between calculated transition pathways and
crystal structures of NS3hel using two reaction coordinates (RC12 and
RC13). The calculated pathways are obtained using the following methods:
iENM (solid lines), mixed-ENM server (dashed line), Morph server (dot-
dashed line), and MinActionPath server (dotted line). The crystal structures
are shown as points (PDB and chain ids: 1a1vA, 1cu1A, 1cu1B, 1heiA,
1heiB, 3o8bA, 3o8bB, 3o8rA, 3o8rB, 3o8dA, 3o8dB, 3o8cA, 3o8cB,
3kquA, 3kquB, 3kquC, 3kquD, 3kquE, 3kquF, 3kqlA, 3kqlB, 3kqkA,
3kqkB, 3kqnA, 3kqhA, 3kqhB, 4a92A, and 4a92B). The following three
pathways are calculated by iENM: 3kqk/3kql (thick solid line), 3kqk/
3kqu (thin solid line), 3kqu/3kql (thin solid line).CG transition pathway modeling correctly
predicts the order of interdomain motions in
NS3hel
NMA is limited to the prediction of possible domain
motions accessible to a protein near an equilibrium state cor-
responding to an energy minimum. To probe intermediate
conformational changes taking place during a transition
between two states, one must go beyond NMA and explore
transition pathways between two distinct energy minima.
To this end, we have recently developed an ENM-based
transition pathway modeling method (iENM) that generates
a transition pathway (consisting of a series of intermediate
conformations) that connects two given conformations
(named beginning and end conformations) (45). This new,
to our knowledge, method was able to predict a clear se-
quence of structural events involving different protein parts/
domains during protein conformational transitions (45),
which has illuminated the allosteric coupling mechanisms
in molecular motors like myosin (39,40) and dynein (47).
In this study, we have used iENM to simulate the confor-
mational transitions in NS3hel between three biochemical
states (apo, ATP, and ADP-Pi), which are captured by three
crystal structures of NS3hel (15) (PDBs: 3kqk, 3kqu, and
3kql) (see Fig. 1). We validate the use of iENM for NS3hel
by checking whether it correctly predicts the order of inter-domain motions observed among crystal structures of
NS3hel in different states. To this end, we have generated
pathways for three transitions (apo/ATP, ATP/ADP-Pi,
apo/ADP-Pi) using iENM, and then compared the pre-
dicted pathways with the crystal structures (11–13,15,16)
using two reaction coordinates (RCs): RC12 quantifies the
progress of motion between domains 1 and 2, and RC13
quantifies the progress of motion between domains 1 and
3 (see Methods). Both RCs vary from 0 to 1, where 0 corre-
sponds to the apo state, and 1 corresponds to the ADP-Pi
state. The iENM pathway for apo/ADP-Pi transition
predicts that the increase of RC12 precedes RC13 during
the transition, which implies that the domains 1-2 motion
precedes the domains 1-3 motion. This order is functionally
meaningful, because the domains 1-2 motion occurs upon
ATP binding while the domains 1-3 motion occurs during
the subsequent transition (ATP hydrolysis) (see Fig. 1).
This prediction agrees well with the RCs of most crystal
structures, which form two intermediate clusters located
near the predicted pathway (see Fig. 2)—the first cluster
includes several apo structures of full-length NS3, and the
second cluster includes several crystal structures of NS3hel
and full-length NS3 bound with ADP-BeF3 (corresponding
to ATP state). Two outlier structures (see Fig. 2) may corre-
spond to off-path intermediates trapped by crystallization
conditions. It is remarkable that the iENM pathway for
apo/ADP-Pi transition visits the ATP-state structures as
intermediates even though these structures are not used
in the modeling. For comparison, we have also analyzed
the pathways for apo/ADP-Pi transition predicted by alter-
native methods including Morph server (58), mixed-ENMBiophysical Journal 103(6) 1343–1353
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seem to agree with the crystal structures (see Fig. 2) (see
the Supporting Material for further comparison between
iENM and these alternative methods).
In sum, the iENM-predicted transition pathway correctly
predicts the order of interdomain motions in NS3hel as
indicated by structural data. This encouraging result gives
us confidence to use iENM for further simulation of NS3hel
translocation along ssDNA as driven by the interdomain
motions in NS3hel.FIGURE 3 Snapshots at the beginning and end of CG simulations for the
following transitions in NS3hel: (a) apo ATP transition; (b) ATP ADP-Pi
transition; (c) ADP-Pi apo transition; and (d) 3-state ATP cycle (ATP
ADP-Pi apo ATP). In the end conformation of NS3hel, domain 1, 2 and
3 are colored green, red and blue, respectively; the beginning conformation
of NS3hel is shown as transparent; ssDNA is shown as a chain of beads
located at C4¢ atoms (for ssDNA, the beginning conformation, end confor-
mation, and target conformation are colored cyan, yellow, and orange,
respectively); the movements of domain 2 and ssDNA are marked by
arrows. In panel d, the residues identified as important to the translocation
of NS3hel are labeled and shown as purple beads.CG simulation of NS3hel translocation during
conformational transitions of NS3hel between
three states
After validating iENM for exploring conformational transi-
tions in NS3hel, we will employ it to simulate the trans-
location of NS3hel along ssDNA as it undergoes the
following three transitions: apo/ATP/ADP-Pi/apo,
which comprise the ATP cycle. Our goal is to investigate
whether a net translocation of NS3hel along ssDNA in the
30–50 direction can be generated by the conformational
changes in NS3hel during these transitions, and whether
the translocation can be described by the inchworm model
(see Fig. 1). As indicated by our NMA results, the
protein-DNA contacts must be able to break/form readily
to enable the sliding of ssDNA relative to domains 1 and
2. To this end, we have modified protein-DNA interactions
using an anharmonic potential function, so that the
protein-DNA contacts may break at a finite energy cost
(see Methods). This idea has been successfully used in our
previous works on the flexible fitting of electron microscopy
data (60) and solution x-ray scattering data (61).
Conformational transition from apo to ATP state
We have generated a transition pathway from the NS3hel-
ssDNA structure in apo state (PDB: 3kqk, chain A) to the
NS3hel-ssDNA-ADP$BeF3 structure in ATP state (PDB:
3kqu, chain B), where a six-NA-long ssDNA (numbered
NA1 ~ NA6) is taken from the beginning structure (PDB:
3kqk, chain D). As predicted by the iENM pathway, domain
2 closes toward domain 1 while it holds the ssDNA (see
Fig. 3 a and Movie S2 a). Consequently, the ssDNA moves
toward its 30 end by ~4.8 A˚ as it slides between domains 1
and 3 (see Fig. 3 a and Movie S2 a). At the end of this tran-
sition, the final C40 positions of NA2 ~ NA5 (excluding
the two NAs at 50 and 30 ends) are close to the target C40
positions in the end structure (PDB: 3kqu, chain M) with
RMSD ~0.6 A˚ (see Fig. 3 a). Therefore, our CG simulation
has successfully reproduced key motions during the apo/
ATP transition as postulated by the inchworm model—
a closure motion of domain 2 toward domain 1, with domain
1 releasing its grip on ssDNA and sliding along it, while
domain 2 maintains its grip on ssDNA (see Fig. 1).Biophysical Journal 103(6) 1343–1353Conformational transition from ATP to ADP-Pi state
We have generated a transition pathway from the NS3hel-
ssDNA-ADP$BeF3 structure in ATP state (PDB: 3kqu,
chain B) to the NS3hel-ssDNA-ADP$AlF4 structure in
ADP-Pi state (PDB: 3kql, chain A), where a seven-NA-
long ssDNA (numbered NA9 ~ NA15) is taken from the
beginning structure (PDB: 3kqu, chain M). As predicted
by the iENM pathway, domains 1 and 2 undergo a correlated
rotation, resulting in the movement of ssDNA toward its 50
end by ~0.8 A˚ relative to domain 3 (see Fig. 3 b and Movie
S2 b). Both domains 1 and 2 maintain their grip on ssDNA
during this transition, so there is no sliding of ssDNA rela-
tive to domains 1 and 2 (see Fig. 3 b and Movie S2 b). At the
end of this transition, the final C40 positions of NA11~NA14
are close to the target C40 positions in the end structure
(PDB: 3kql, chain E) with RMSD ~0.3 A˚ (see Fig. 3 b).
Therefore, our CG simulation has revealed a small back-
ward sliding of ssDNA during the ATP/ADP-Pi transition,
which is also observed by comparing the two NS3hel-
ssDNA structures in ATP and ADP-Pi states (see Fig. 1).
Conformational transition from ADP-Pi state to apo state
We have generated a transition pathway from the NS3hel-
ssDNA-ADP$AlF4 structure in ADP-Pi state (PDB: 3kql,
chain A) to the NS3hel-ssDNA structure in apo state
Structure-Based Simulations of NS3 Helicase 1349(PDB: 3kqk, chain A), where a six-NA-long ssDNA
(numbered NA16 ~ NA21) is taken from the beginning
structure (PDB: 3kql, chain E). As predicted by the iENM
pathway, domain 2 opens early to release its grip on ssDNA,
which is followed by a small sliding (~1.7 A˚) of ssDNA
toward its 30 end and a slight opening of domain 1 (see
Fig. 3 c and Movie S2 c). At the end of this transition, the
final C40 positions of NA16 ~ NA20 are close to the target
C40 positions in the end structure (PDB: 3kqk, chain D)
with RMSD ~0.4 A˚ (see Fig. 3 c). Our finding has largely
reproduced key motions during the ADP-Pi/apo transition
as postulated by the inchworm model—opening of domain 2
after it releases its grip on ssDNA and slides along it, while
domain 1 maintains its grip on ssDNA. The only minor
difference is: our CG simulation reveals a small sliding of
ssDNA relative to domain 1 (see Fig. 3 c and Movie S2
c), which may be due to the relaxation of the strain at the
interface between ssDNA and domain 1 after domain 2’s
release of ssDNA.
In sum, our CG simulations for the above three transitions
predict a net translocation of NS3hel along ssDNA in the
30–50 direction by ~5.7 A˚, which corresponds approximately
to one-base step size. This is in good agreement with
previous single-molecule fluorescence (19), optical twee-
zers (20), and transient kinetic (21) studies. We note that
the unidirectional translocation of NS3hel along ssDNA is
a completely nontrivial result for CG simulations, because
both domains 1 and 2 compete for the binding of ssDNA
during each transition, and the 30–50 translocation of NS3hel
along ssDNA can only arise if domain 2 binds more tightly
with ssDNA during the apo/ATP transition and domain 1
binds more tightly with ssDNA during the ADP-Pi/apo
transition. In our CG simulations, the protein-DNA interac-
tions are modeled based on the NS3hel-ssDNA heavy-atom
contacts formed in crystal structures (15) (see Methods),
with no biased tuning of protein-DNA interactions (49).CG simulation of three-state ATP cycle of NS3hel
In the above CG simulations, we have simulated each of the
three transitions separately using different initial ssDNA
conformations taken from three NS3hel-ssDNA structures
(PDBs: 3kqk, 3kqu, and 3kql). Now we will simulate the
entire three-state ATP cycle (ATP/ADP-Pi/apo/
ATP), one transition at a time, starting from the initial
ssDNA conformation given by the NS3hel-ssDNA structure
in ATP state (PDB: 3kqu, chain M, keeping NA9 ~ NA15),
and propagating through the three transitions (i.e., using the
end ssDNA conformation of first transition as the initial
ssDNA conformation of second transition, and so on). Our
goal is to test whether the CG simulation can predict the
intermediate ssDNA conformations with sufficient accuracy
to reproduce single-base translocation of NS3hel along
ssDNA in the 30–50 direction. We start the simulation from
the ATP-state structure because it has a longer ssDNAwith both 30 and 50 ends extending outside the ssDNA-
binding groove (see Fig. 1), which allows NS3hel to main-
tain all its interactions with ssDNA after the sliding of
ssDNA.
During the simulation of ATP cycle, domain 2 first opens
as it slides along ssDNA, and then closes as it maintains its
grip on ssDNA, driving ssDNA to slide between domains 1
and 3. At the end of the ATP cycle, NS3hel is translocated
along ssDNA in the 30–50 direction by ~6 A˚ (see Fig. 3
d and Movie S3 a), which corresponds approximately to
one-base step size. Therefore, we have obtained very similar
results for NS3hel translocation from the simulations of
separate transitions (see Fig. 3, a–c) and the ATP cycle (see
Fig. 3 d), which support the robustness of our CG simulation
to the inaccuracy of intermediate ssDNA conformations.
We have run the CG simulation of ATP cycle for a range
of model parameters (force constants kDNA ˛[0.6,22] and
kprot-DNA˛[0.7,1.5]; see Methods). We have consistently ob-
tained single-base translocation of NS3hel along ssDNA
in the 30–50 direction for most parameters (kDNA ˛[1,22]
and kprot-DNA ˛[0.7,1.3]), except when ssDNA is too flexible
(with kDNA% 0.7). Therefore, this key functional motion is
highly robust to changes in the rigidity of ssDNA and the
strength of protein-DNA interactions, allowing NS3 to
process both DNA and RNA strands in a sequence-indepen-
dent manner. The simulation inaccuracy, as assessed by the
RMSD of C40 coordinates of ssDNA relative to those given
by crystal structures of NS3hel-ssDNA, is the lowest when
kDNA ¼ 1 and kprot-DNA ¼ 1.3 (which are therefore chosen
as the default parameters).Assessing the importance of individual
DNA-binding residues to NS3hel translocation
The translocation machinery of NS3hel, as described by the
inchworm model (see Fig. 1), requires coordinated changes
of protein-DNA interactions involving individual DNA-
binding residues. Based on the above CG simulation, we
will explore which residues are important to NS3hel trans-
location by simulating mutational perturbations to protein-
DNA interactions one residue at a time. We only consider
those residues forming atomic contacts with ssDNA back-
bone in at least one of the three NS3hel-ssDNA structures
(PDBs: 3kqk, 3kqu, and 3kql). These DNA-binding residues
are mostly located in six conserved motifs of SF2 helicases:
motif Ia (P230, S231, and V232), motif Ib (T254 and G255),
motif Ic (T269, G271, K272, and A275), motif IV (H369,
S370, K371, and K372), motif IVa (Y392 and R393), and
motif V (T411, A413, and L414). The rest of them are
located in domain 3 (V432, T448, W501, and Y502):
V432 and W501 are thought to act as a pair of bookends
that define a central binding cavity occupied by 4–5 NAs
during NS3hel translocation (11).
We turn off the interaction potential between each of
the above residues and ssDNA, and then rerun the CGBiophysical Journal 103(6) 1343–1353
1350 Zheng and Tekpinarsimulation forATP cycle.Among those residues, only pertur-
bations to S231, G255, T269, R393, V432, T448, W501, or
Y502 (see Fig. 3 d) result in the loss of single-base transloca-
tion of NS3hel (see Movie S3 b and Movie S3 c). In all these
cases, the perturbations selectively affect the apo/ATP
transition, causing a sliding between ssDNA and domain 2
instead of domain 1 (see Movie S3 b and Movie S3 c).
Interestingly, these residue-specific perturbations are distrib-
uted in both domains 1 and 2: the ones in domain 2 (R393,
V432, and T448) weaken the binding of the 50 segment of
ssDNAby domains 2-3 interface, whichmay lead to slippage
between them; the ones in domain 1 (S231, G255, T269,
W501, and Y502) disrupt the interactions between the 30
segment of ssDNA and domains 1-3 interface, suggesting
that domain 1 does not passively loosen its grip on ssDNA;
instead it may provide some assisting force to facilitate the
30–50 translocation of NS3hel along ssDNA.
Our finding is in general agreement with previous struc-
tural and mutational studies. In a structural study (11), it
was proposed that the interactions between V432 and
T448, and the 50 segment of ssDNA drive the sliding of
ssDNA in the 50–30 direction as domain 2 closes, and
W501 plays a key role in rectifying the 50–30 movement of
ssDNA (11). S231 is at the bottom of the spring helix, which
was proposed to couple rearrangement at the ATPase active
site to changing interactions between NS3hel and ssDNA
(15). Both T269 and T411 are highly conserved in SF2
helicases, and a mutation to either of them was found to
abolish helicase activity of NS3 (62). Both V432 and
W501 are highly conserved among HCV NS3 sequences.
The W501A mutation was found to disrupt helicase activity
of NS3 (62). Our simulations suggest that the functional
importance of the above residues may be due to their critical
role in facilitating the unidirectional translocation of NS3
along ssDNA. Our simulations have also predicted several
previously untested residues (S231, G255, R393, V432,
and T448) for future experiments to investigate.FIGURE 4 Snapshots at the end of targeted MD simulations for the
following transitions in NS3hel: (a) apo/ATP transition and (b) ADP-
Pi/apo transition. NS3hel, ssDNA, and selected ssDNA-binding residues
(represented by cartoon, lines, and bonds, respectively). Key protein-
ssDNA hydrogen bonds (dotted lineswith donor-acceptor distance labeled).
Lines and bonds are colored according to atom types: C (cyan), O (red), N
(blue), and P (tan). The three domains of NS3hel are labeled.Atomistic simulations of NS3hel translocation
To verify the results of CG simulations and reveal atomic
details of hydrogen-bond (HB) interactions between ssDNA
and NS3hel, we have used targeted MD (see Methods) to
simulate the following two transitions between apo and
nucleotide-bound states of NS3hel.
Conformational transition from apo to ATP state
We have performed a 20-ns targeted MD simulation, which
starts from the NS3hel structure in apo state (PDB: 3kqk)
bound with a six-NA-long ssDNA (numbered NA1 ~
NA6). We use the NS3hel structure in ATP state (PDB:
3kqn) as the target structure. The simulation has success-
fully driven the transition from apo to ATP state, with the
Ca-based RMSD (relative to the target structure) reduced
from 3.7 A˚ to 0.6 A˚ (see Movie S4 a).Biophysical Journal 103(6) 1343–1353During the simulation, domain 2 is gradually closing
toward domain 1 as it maintains its grip on ssDNA (see
Fig. S2 a). Indeed, most HBs between domain 2 and ssDNA
(R393:N–NA3:OP1 and T411:OG1–NA3:OP1) are main-
tained (see Fig. S2 a), except one HB (L414:N–NA4:OP1)
that is actually broken in the ATP-state structure of NS3hel
(15) (see Fig. 4 a). However, no sliding of ssDNA has
occurred relative to domain 1, although the HBs between
domain 1 and ssDNA (V232:N–NA5:OP1, G255:N–
NA6:OP1, and T269:OG1–NA6:OP1) are broken (see
Fig. 4 a and Fig. S2 a). Therefore, although the 50 segment
of ssDNA is moved forward by domain 2, the 30 segment
remains to be held by domain 1. Such partial movement
of ssDNA results in increased distortion in ssDNA, with
the stacking between the bases of NA2-NA6 largely disrup-
ted (see Fig. 4 a). Notably, the stacking between W501 and
the base of NA6 disappears at ~14 ns when the base flips
away (see Movie S4 a), which would allow ssDNA to slide
past W501.
In sum, the targeted MD simulation captures some of the
ssDNA movements driven by ATP binding, as proposed in
the inchworm model (see Fig. 1) and observed in the CG
simulation (see Fig. 3 a). However, the sliding of ssDNA
relative to domain 1 has not happened, which is expected
to release the distortion within ssDNA. To fully capture
the ssDNA movements, much longer MD simulations
beyond tens of nanoseconds may be needed.
Conformational transition from ADP-Pi state to apo state
We have performed a 20-ns targeted MD simulation, which
starts from the NS3hel structure in ADP-Pi state (PDB:
3kql) bound with a six-NA-long ssDNA (numbered NA16
~ NA21). We use the NS3hel structure in apo state (PDB:
3kqk) as the target structure. The simulation has success-
fully driven the transition from ADP-Pi to apo state, with
the Ca-based RMSD (relative to the target structure)
reduced from 3.7 A˚ to 0.6 A˚ (see Movie S4 b).
Structure-Based Simulations of NS3 Helicase 1351During the simulation, domain 2 is gradually opening
from domain 1 as it slides along ssDNA (see Fig. S2 b),
which cause two HBs between domain 2 and NA18
(R393:N–NA18:OP1 and T411:OG1–NA18:OP1) to break
and then reform with NA17 (R393:N–NA17:OP1 and
T411:OG1–NA17:OP1) (see Fig. 4 b and Fig. S2 b). In con-
trast, domain 1 opens slightly as it maintains its grip on
ssDNA. Interestingly, the three HBs between domain 1
and ssDNA (V232:N–NA19:OP1, G255:N–NA20:OP1,
and T269:OG1–NA20:OP1) become less stable (see Fig. 4
b), which transiently form and break during the simulation
(see Movie S4 b and Fig. S2 b). This finding suggests that
the ADP-Pi/apo transition causes weaker binding between
domain 1 and ssDNA, which prepares NS3hel for the subse-
quent transition (apo/ATP) when sliding between domain
1 and ssDNA will occur.
Unlike the previous simulation, the ssDNA is not structur-
ally distorted in this simulation. Indeed, the base stacking
between NA17-NA20 is preserved (see Fig. 4 b). Through-
out the simulation, W501 maintains its stacking with the
base of NA20 (see Movie S4 b), serving as a ratchet
that prevents the backward sliding of ssDNA relative to
domain 1 (11).
In sum, the targeted MD simulation successfully captures
the ssDNA movements during the ADP-Pi/apo transi-
tion, as proposed in the inchworm model (see Fig. 1) and
observed in the CG simulation (see Fig. 3 c).CONCLUSION
In this study, we have combined CG and atomistic simu-
lations to probe the structural and dynamic details of the
translocation of HCV NS3 helicase—a promising antiviral
target and an important prototype system for helicase
research. At the residue level of detail, our CG simulations
have captured functionally important interdomain motions
of NS3, and successfully reproduced single-base transloca-
tion of NS3 helicase along ssDNA during the three-state
ATP cycle, which are in good agreement with experimental
data and the inchworm model. By combining the CG simu-
lations with residue-specific perturbations to protein-DNA
interactions, we have identified a number of key residues
important to the translocation machinery, which are in
agreement with previous structural and mutational studies.
Additionally, our atomistic simulations based on targeted
MD have corroborated the findings by CG simulations and
revealed the protein-DNA hydrogen bonds that break/form
during the transitions.
Although our CG and all-atom simulations are in general
support of the inchworm model, we cannot exclude the
alternative possibility that the sliding of ssDNA relative to
domain 1 and 2 do not precisely alternate with each other.
For example, the sliding between ssDNA and domain 1
may only occur after several ATP cycles to release several
bases at a time (20), which may actually explain our findingof no sliding between ssDNA and domain 1 during the tar-
geted MD simulation of apo/ATP transition.
The CG simulation protocol established in this study is
not only accurate (predicting NA positions with RMSD <
0.6 A˚) but also efficient—it takes only 3 min to run the
entire ATP cycle of NS3hel using a dual-core workstation
(compared to ~60 h for 20-ns targeted MD simulation
using 64 processors). This protocol will be useful for future
design of inhibitors that target the translocation machinery
of NS3, and simulations of a variety of NA-based molecular
motors including many monomeric and ring-shaped heli-
cases. This study will also pave the way for future modeling
of other aspects of helicase activities in NS3, including
dsDNA unwinding and the asynchronous release of dis-
placed ssDNA (20).SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Additional Methods, Discussion, one table, two figures, and four movies
are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-
3495(12)00916-2.
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